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THE CALCULATION OF TAKE-OFF RUN
By WALTER S. DlmtI,
SUMMARY
A comparatively simple method of calculati_Lq length
of take-off 7_tn is developed from the assumption of a
linear variation in net accelerating force with air speed
and it is ,'hown that the error invoh'ed is negligible.
The run formula is reduced to
K,V?
Where l_; is the take-o.ff speed, T_ is the initial _et
accelerating force, IV is the gross weight and It_ a coe_-
cleat depending only on the ratio of initial to final net
accelerating force. Detailed instructions are given for
application of the formula and for the calculation of all
factors invoh'ed.
INTRODUCTION
Exact calculations may be made for the distance
run during the take-off of a landplane if sufficient data
are available on propeller, engine, and airplane char-
acteristics, and if some assumption is made regarding
the pilot's technique. The calculations are neces-
sarily laborious since the relations are such that step-
by-step integration is required. In most eases lack of
exact data on power plant, and airplane prevents an
exact, calcula6on even if such were desired, while for
all practical purposes a close approximation is all lhat
is needed.
A nmnber of formulas and methods have been pro-
posed and used extensively in the past for calculating
take-off runs. Most of these methods are based on
average thrusts obtainable Mth the power plants
formerly in use, and un(_er favorable conditions.gay 9
satisfactory results. However, the advent of high
performance has brought about changes in propeller
design, for example, that greatly affect the take-off
run so that a complete revision is required to accom-
modate the new variables.
The present study is concerned with the develop-
ment of a method suitable for routine take-off calcula-
tions in the Bureau of Aeronautics of the Nax.'y
Department. Such a method, to be satisfactory, was
required to be reasonably simple without neglecting
any important variable. The method derived in this
report has been in use long enough to justify consider-
able eonfhtence in its validity. All attempts to obtain
a more simple method have resulted in unsatisfactory
reliability. _Tfile the method here presented is in-
tended as a practical approximation to a difficult
problem, it is highly probable that greater accuracy
wouht have no significance in view of lack of definite
knowledge regarding basic data.
Unless otherwise specified the take-off run is to be
the run required to attain a Wen air speed in a calm;
lb.-ft.-see, units will be used.
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FmVRE 1.--Forces acting during take-off run
GENERAL CALCULATION OF TAKE-OFF RUN
The major forces acting on the airphme during take-
off are thrust, air drag, and friction drag. In the
simplest case, at constant angle of attack, the air drag
will vary as the square of the air speed and the friction
drag _6ll vary with the load on the wheels. The net
accelerating force will then be the difference between
the thrust and the total drag as indicated on Figure 1.
For convenience, the forces may be reduced to unit
values by dividing each by tim gross weight.
In general the take-off may be considered to consist
of three stages : A short initial period during which the
tail is raised to normal position, a relatively long
3
\
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period of acceleration at a substantially constant
angle of attack and a short period during which the
angle is increased for take-off. It is possible for the
third stage to be partially or wholly suppressed, de-
pending on the airplane characteristics and pilot's
efforts. If a definite sequence be assumed, the corre-
sponding curves for air drag amt friction drag may be
determined. The variation of thrust with air speed
may be calculated from en_ne and propeller test data.
The nm'mal tendency is for the thrust to decrease
slightly with increase in speed and with a sul)stantially
linear relation, as indic_tted on Figure 1. In some
cases, however, the tlu'ust !nay remnin constant, or
even increase with nit speed.
Assuming that the thrust and the drag are known as
a function of air speed, the calculation of take-off run
is made as illustrated by Figure 2 and Table I. The
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spacing between the ordinates. It is usually given in
the form
A = (}._y, + y_ + ya .... }_y_) AX
where y_, Y2, Ys .... y, are the ordinates of the curve
equally spaced at the distance AX apart.
EQUATION FOR TAKE-OFF RUN
An extended analysis of c,dculated take-off runs in
comparison with observed runs leads to the following
conclusions:
1. The effects of t.hrust variation, gross weight, take-
off air speed, and wind speed prcdonlinate to
such an extent that in practice all other vari-
ables may be neglected.
2. The effect of normal variations in power is so
great that considerable 1,ttitude is allowable in
simplifying assumptions.
'oo
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curve of net accelerating force F/W in Figure 2 is the
same as that in Figure 1. The accchwation is given l)y
_=g ( p! (I)
Since V dS and 't -(|_7
:-It dt
V d S. (2)
if V is lflotted against V as in Figure 2 the area under
a
the curve is proportional to the run S. This area may
be found by any convenient method, such as by a
p]animeter, the trapczoi&d rule or Simpson's rule.
The trapezoidal rule used in Table I is ordinarily the
simplest method. ]3 3- this method the area under a
curve, between any number of equally spaced ordi-
nates, is equal to the product of the sum of the inside
ordinates plus one-half of the end ordinates, by the
0 ,?0 40 80 80 t00
Air" speed, fl,/sec., V
FIGURE ,'_. *.'V(_ij[Sr fiweeS acting during lake-off run
3. The effect or thrust variation from ihe static con-
dition to tnke-off is of such primary importance
lhat proper allowance must be made for the
propeller characteristics.
4. Ttm eft'errs of wind speed and actual take-off
speed arc best handled in the form of correc-
t,ions to the run required to attain stalling speed
in a cahn.
The most promising method or simtflifying the calcu-
lations appears to be in the as._uml)tion that the net
accelerating force varies line'trly with air speed as
indicated on Figure 3. The calcuhtions of Table II,
based on this assmnption, shows a run of 448.8 feet,
as compared with 439.3 feet obtained in Table I.
This is an error of less than 2.2 per cent, for what may
be considered an average case. Such an error is
entirely negligible in comparison with the uncertainty
in power or propeller characteristics, and the variation
in piloting.
TtIE CALCULATION OF TAKE-OFF RUN
With the assumption of :L linear variation in net
accelerating force the relntions arc as shown on Figure
3. Tile thrust per pound varies from To/W at the
start, To being the st'ltic thrust, to T, JW at takc-off,
7', being the thrust 'tt tqke-off speed V. The total
drag per unit weight varies from _t=f/W at the start to
if"- 1/ _) :=_ at the take off. The net aeeelera.ting
force per unit weight at the start is
7", To
The net accelerating force at take-off is
TF T,, D
w- w L (4)
Since the net accelerating force varies linearly with air
speed it follows that
F T1 / r
i_.= W(,I- K i'_) (5)
where (l--K) is the ratio of the final to the initial
accelerating force. That is,
T,_ K T, - T,,
(1 -I_ =per =-_-t"
The resulting equation of motion is
dV F 7"11 KV\ (6)
tQ
or
VdY _T1 ,,_
[1 --I_ "_= R }V(I_" (7)
\ vj
Integrating this gives
S=_[ V I._ V 2i¢- (/_)h,g(i- K_7_)] (8)
•",, W/
For take-off at speed Vs equation (8) reduces to
S V2V1 l q
=-_,Lk(-1-h:log (1-- - h') ).j (9)
_g7
The term within the brackets on the right hand
side of equation (9) depends only on the ratio of the
final net thrust to the initial net thrust TF/T_.
IIence we may write
So I,[_ V f-= ,' (IO)(T,,)
where S_ is the total run to attain the speed I_ in a calm
and K_=_[_(-1-Klog (1- IC)) _.
Calculated wdues of I(_ are given in Table II[ and
plotted on Figure 4.
In order to use equation (10), the_%tatie[thrust and
the thrust at take-off speed must be known. Methods
for calculating the thrust will be given.
TIME REQUIRED FOR TAKE-OFF
In some cases' the time required for take-off is of
importance. This ma-¢ be obtained from equation (6)
written in the form
dV T
. V g I,_ dt (6a)
I-K 
.o..: I il
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ToRe-off coe f ficienf , Ks
FIGURE 4,--T,_ke'off rllrl ill a calm
K V_
So= _ ft.
V, = Lake-off air spced-ft./sve.
To=static thrust--ponnds.
W=gross weigh t--poumls.
=coefficient of traction.
from which, by integration
V'
t= --V;;. 1)g('l I_ (11)
" U
For lime to lake-off spt, ed 17: = 1,;, this becomes
- V., F] , -K)-]t=  LKl,,g (l (12)
g _, I,V_I
As in equation (9), the term in the brackets depends
only on the ratio of the net thrusts. Itenee
/C I E (13)
\ W
6where t is the time in seconds to attain the take-off
-1
speed I', (in ft./see.) in a calm and Kt=- _ tog (I -K).
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Calculations for K_ are given in Table III and Z_ is ',
plotted as a function of the ratio T_/T_ on Figure 5. [
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INITIAL NET ACCELERATING FORCE
The initial net accelerating force per unit weight is
defined by equation (3)
7'1 To (3)W=W-_
In reference 4 it is shown that the static thrust may
be calculated by the equation
[(-to "<b. hp
To=
r. p. m.:,< D
The static thrust coefficient/(To may be plotted as
a function of blade angle at 0.75 R as in Figure 6.
\
9
\
\
.... i ]l
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.9 /0 II 12 13
Prope/ler d/omefer, fl,
,<
/4
Fro1 ]_E 7.--Correction for obtaining blade angle at 0.75 radius from blade
setting at 42" station. Positive (+) values of A0to be added to setting
at 42" station, negative (-) values to be subtracted, to get blade angle
at 0.75 radius.
Example: For 10 ft. dia. prop.
A0 = --. 9 _
Since it is common practice to adjust or read the blade
angle at a given station regardless of the propeller
diameter, a eorrectioa must be applied to obtain the
setting at 0.75 R. Figure 7 gives the correction
A0 to convert the blade angle at the 42-inch station to
the corresponding value at 0.75 R. The 42-inch
station is 75 per cent of 56 inches, so that the correc-
tion is zero for a diameter of 9 feet 4 inches. For
diameters less than 9.33 feet the 0.75 R station will
therefore lie inboard of the 42-inch station and con-
sequently will have greater blade angles, i. e., A0 is
positive. For diameters greater than 9.33 feet the
0.75 R station blade setting will be less than at the
42-inch station, i. e., A0 is negative.
THE CALCUL&TION OF TAKE-OFF :RUN
Kro may also be plotted against the V/nD for
maximum efficiency as in Figure 8. In design studies
it is problably more convenient to use V/nD than
blade angle. Under normal conditions the two
methods give identical results, but in general the
blade angle is slightly preferable owing to the practice
of setting the pitch instead of changing diameter to
obtain the desired revolutions.
The coefficient of traction _ must be selected accord-
ing to ground conditions. It varies from about 0.02
for a smooth surface such as a concrete runway or a
flight deck to as much as 0.30 for a sandy surface. In
the absence of exact data, the following values may
be used :
Smooth deck or hard surface ......... u=0. 02
Good field, hard turf ................ u=0. 04
Average field, short grass ........ _=0. 05
Average field, long grass ........... u=0. 10
Soft ground, gravel or sand ......... _=0. 10 to 0. 30
IIO, OOO
---X _ .........
2_°°>o .4o ._o .8o i.oo 1.2o
V/nD far rnoxirn_rn e ff/oiency
FIGURE 8.--Static thrust coefficient
/o_ooo
FINAL NET ACCELERATING FORCE
_.8_ ooo
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0
60,000
_SQO00
1,40
The final net accelerating force per unit weight is
defined by equation (4)
T_ To D
W- W L (4)
where To is the thrust at take-off speed "tnd D/L is
the ratio of drag to lift..
T° may be obtained from the thrust horsepower at
take-off speed V, by the use of Figure 9, which is a plot
of t.hp/t.hp_ against V/V,_. The thrust horsepower
at take-off speed is the product of the maximum t.hp
by the ratio t.hp/t.hp_ from the curve, or
t.hp = t.hp_ × _--_PL (1 5)
The corresponding thrust is given by
550 t.hp (16)T0= V.,.,,.,.
LA_ S
/ - _
-7i ..........
...........
' .3o .4b .so Leo .7o
Speed
Ratio, Max mum speed =
FIGUBE 9.--General full-throttle t.hp. curve
The value of D/L may be taken as the reciprocal of
the maximum value of L/D for the airplane, which is
usually known. Figure 10 is a plot of (L/D),,,, as a
function of aspect ratio and total parasite coefficient
/8,
, 1_
/81-- , , -_
--- \ , - .....
\
14i _, X " " -
\ e.
_ \ \ .... .%
. \ \, _1 \ '<',_,_
_o-- -_"_ _ _."_'%-
., "_ _ --
8 i ---
............... | ......
.02 .03 ,04 .OG .06 .07 .08
Paros/re droq coeffic/eni , Cap°
FIGURE 10
C, eo for use in estimating (L/D) .... The total
parasite coefficient Coco includes the wing profilc
drag.
EFFECT OF WIND ON TAKE-OFF RUN
While the effect of wind nmy be obtained directly
from the inte_ated equations of motion, it is always
I
J_
I
I
- _b---
I
__L
I
!
i
,1I__
IA_2_
•80 .90 I. O0
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more convenient to apply a eon'ection to the run in a
calm. Amilysis of a series of take-off runs under
various assumed conditions shows that a single curve
(fig. 11) is sufficient to #ve the correction factor.
In Figure 11 tile ra,ti:_ of the run S,, in a wind V_ to
the run So in a calm is plotted ag,dnst the ratio of
0
/.oo
.9o
.8o
.70 r
• Go
,.50
.4O
Rot o, Y,_,,'_
.tO 20 .30
'L
•4O .5o
t-
.... I
\
..70 t --
 -1111  ....
• 40 .50 .GO . 70 .80 .90
8ot,'o, I.;./gs.
FIGUliE l l.--Effect of wind on take-off rim
wind speed _ to ill(, take-off speed V,. When the
run in a calm is kn:)wn, the run in aay udnd is
S _ Sty
_=,_oX_ (17)
the value 0f S_,,!S:*obeing read from Figure 11 for
z "V"the value of I _/ , era'responding to the desired $_.
EFFECT OF CHANGES IN WEIGHT AND TAKE-OFF
SPEED
The effect of 'L change in weight is to change both
the take-off eoefIh',ient /'(, and the take-off speed V,.
Since tV/t_ _ is assumed constant
\H_/
where F is a correction factor to allow for the varia-
tion in A',. Figure 12 _ves F as a function of IVUW2
and TF/T_. It will be noted that for small changes
in weight (±25 per cent) and for normal values of
Tv/T_ (i. e., 0.60 to 1.00) the value of F may be taken
as unity for most purposes, the average error probably
being of the order of 3 per cent•
When the stalling speed is varied, with weight held
constant, there will be a slight change in the ratio
TF/T_ and a corresponding change in K,. In general
these changes are negligible so that for all practical
purposes
- \ i"j (19)
INSTRUCTIONS FOR CALCULATION OF TAKE-OFF RUN
In general the use of equation (10) requires the
following steps:
1, Obtain the static thrust coefficient Kro from Fig-
ure 6 or Figure 8 and calculate the static thrust
]', using equation (14);
2. Divide the static thrust by the gross weight, and
subtract the proper value of the coefficient of
traction _ to obtain the initial net accelerating
force per unit weight T, (equation (3))"W
3. Calculate the thrust available at take-off speed
T, using the method described above, equa-
tions (15) and (16) with Figure 9, and divide
T_ by the gross weight;
4. Calculate or estimate the m aximunl LID of the
airplane (using Figure 10, if necessary) and
subtract, the reciprocal from TdW to obtain the
final net accelerating force per unit weight
Tv/tV (equation (4));
5. Take the ratio of TF/T_ and read the correspond-
ing value of the take-off coefficient K_ from
Figure 4.
6. Caleuhite the take-off run in a calm, using this
vahle of 1_/, with equation (10);
7. Apply corrections as required; for wind using
equation (17) with Figure I1, or for a different
gross weight using equation (18) with Figure
12.
An example of a calculation for take-off run, showing
method of t,fl)ulating work, is given in Tat)le IV.
THE CALCULATION OF TAKE-OFF RUN
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TABLE I
CALCULATED TAKE-OFF RUN USING NET ACCEL-
ERATING FORCE SHOWN ON FIGURE 2
celerating]
V f
ft.Is_. --
0. 4500
/ .4 o5
.4280
30 .4155
40 .4020
50 .3875
60 .3720
70 .3555
80 .3380
90 .3195
100 .3000
Acceler- ] V
ation I a-
ft./sec3 t d V
----]
14.48 | 0
14 13 | 0.71
13.77 1.45
13.36 ] 2.2512.92 3.09
12.46 I 4.01
11.97 I 5.02
1143 6.12
10.87 7.35
10. 27 8. 76
9.65 10.35
I
I Distance
i
, 17 ) rUU
i 0a ft.0
0.35 3.5
1.43 14.3
3.28 32.8
5.95 I 59. 5
9._o I 95.0
4. 02 140. 2
9. 59 195.9
'.:6.32 263. 2
:4. 38 343.8
:3. 93 439. 3
9
TABLE II
CALCULATED TAKE-OFF RUN USING ASSUMED
LINEAR NET ACCELERATING FORCE SHOWN ON
FIGURE 3
peed I Netac-!Acceler-
Air{x celerat- . ation
Ing_rce a t adS
ft./_*'i " ft.i_, I =_v
]0 :435 13198 :- 0.7
20 .420 13._ I. 4
30 .405 13.02 2,3
40 .390 , 12.55 } 3.1
50 .375 12._ " 4.1
60 .360 11.59 5. I
70 .345 11. I0 6.3
80 .330 10.62 7.5
90 .315 I 10.13 8.8
100 .300 / 9.65 I0._
/
/ d os
I 9.75
- 14. 41
20. 15
27. 06
35. 27
44. 88
Distanc_
rt_n
ft.
0
3.5
]4.5
33.4
60.8
97. 5
144. 1
201.5
270.6
352.7
448.8
I
-t
I
.J
/
/
/
/
/
/
/. 40
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T_Z
TI
=(l--K)
/.30
1.29
1.10
I. 05
1.00
.95 !
.90
• 85
•80
• 75
.70
.60 ]
.50
:b
K log(I-K)
--0.30 0,262364
--,20 I .182321
--. 10 .095310
--. 05 +, 048790
0 0
+0. 05 --. 051293
• 10 --. 105360
• 15 --. 162519
• 20 --. 223143
• 25 --. 287682
• 30 --. 356675
• 40 -. 511_2fl
.50 --. 693147
• 60 --. 916291
--I. 293973
-- I. 609438
--2. 302585
TABLE III
CALCULATION FOR K, AND Kt
log(l--K) 1
m X"
A B
2• 915159 --3, 3333
4.558036 --5. 6000
9.531021 --10, 0000
19.51606 --20.00_
............................
--,'20. 51732 +20. COO0
--10. 53603 10. 0000
--7. 223053 6. 66667
--5. 578587 5.0000
--4.602912 4. {)DO0
--3. 963053 3. 3333
--3, 192659 2. 5000
--2. 772589 2. 0000
--2. 545252 1. 6666
--2. 457087 1. 428571
--2. 514746 1. 25000
--2.842695 I. 1111
TABLE IV
EXAMPLE OF CALCULATIONS FOR TAKE-OFF RUN
Remarks
=n,Xb.hI), [
S_t t hregTgiven. ]
Figure 6 or Figure 6.
Biplane
3, 000
400/1900
260
12.00
Clark Y
1.50
Airplane type .........................
Gross weight Wlb ......................
b. hp/prop, r.p.m .......................
Wing area S sq. ft .........................
Wifig loading IV/Sibl/sq. ft .................
Wln_ section ................................
Maximum lift coefficient CL=_ .............
Stalling speed 17, ft./see ......................
Maximum speed V. ft./see ................
Propeller diameter D ft .....................
V/nD .......................................
rim .........................................
t.hp. ....................................... 1
82
2"20
9.0 i
,77 I
320
Propeller blade setting 42"/_ I 20. 5°Propeller blade setting 0.75 _._--_-_-: :_:: _: ___1 29-0°
Propeller blade section, or design .......... ! normal I
Static. thrust coefftcientK_._Xb.hp__'ro................. [[l53, 0001,240Static thrust To=_ ................ l
To * ' "
W" .......................................... [ .413
F K,
0.41817 [ 0.01300
• 44196 .01374
• 46898 I .01458
• 48394 [ .01504
(. 50000) I (- 015M)
.51732 I .01909
• 53603 ,01666
.55639 ! •01729
• 57859 J ,01798
• 60291 ' .01874
•62972 I .01957
•69266 I ,02153
•77259 , ,02401
•87859 I .02731
1.02_52 ] .031971.26475 : .0393l
1. 73158 [ .05382
I
--log(1 -- K) Kt
--.--or------- _ --log (1 - h")
oK
0. 8745 0. 02718
• 9116 .02833
• 9531 .02962
• 9758 ,03033
(1. 0000) .03108
1. 0259 .03189
1. 0536 .03275
I• 0835 .03368
1. 1157 .03467
1. 1507 ,03577
I. I889 .03995
1. 2771 . 03969
1. 3863 .04309
1. 5272 .04747
t. 7200 .05346
2. 0118 . 06253
2. 5584 • 07952
Equation (14)• ]
TABLE IV
EXAMPLE OF CALCULATIONS FOR TAKE-OFF RUN--
Continued
T, f To "_
W= \ W -u) _'=" 02.......................
Ratio V,/V= ..................................
t.hp/t.hp_at 1/', ..............................
t.hp at V, ....................................
Thrust at V. T,= ...........................
TdW ...............................
Maximum LID ...................... -_-_-_-_---"
W = \ ff'-TJ ..............................
Ratio Tr/T, ................................
Take-off run coefficient K, ...................
I{, VJ t
Run S,= _ f .........................
Wind velocity V. ft,/see ...................
Ratio "I%/ Vo ................................
Ratio S./S. ..............................
S. ft .......................... :_ ........ _-___[
.393
• 373
.578
I85
l, 240
.413
9.0
• 30"2
• 770
0183
313
Remarks
Equation (3).
Fronl Figure 9,
Equation (15).
Equation (16).
See Figure 10.
Equation (4).
]
From Figure 4.
Equation (10).
t
40. 49
92" 295 [
From Figure 1I.
Equation (17).
O
